
 

You were a bursary recipient during your time at 

KGS;what did it mean to you? What did it mean to your 

family? 

Gaining a bursary from KGS meant an awful lot to me - I 

felt valued by the school, which in turn encouraged me to 

work hard and try my best. Without the bursary, my parents 

would have not been able to afford to send me to KGS, and 

they knew how much I wanted to go to school here.   

  

How did you enjoy your time at KGS? 

I loved my time at KGS - lessons were fun and stimulating, 

and the extra-curricular opportunities were amazing. I look 

back on it with fond memories, and this was the main reason why I applied for a job here as a teacher. 

 

What did you get involved in? Sport? Art? Debating? Favourite subject and teacher? 

I was desperate to achieve full house colours and I took part in every competitive house event except Art and 

Drama at some point in my time at KGS. Sport was always my favourite extra-curricular activity. My favourite 

subject was Geography, and Miss Williams (now Mrs Sherwood!), Mr Yates and Mr Morton were my favourite 

teachers - I remember the awe inspiring Morocco as a particularly life-changing experience, especially when 

visiting a school in Fez and comparing it to what we were used to at KGS. 

 

What did the financial support from the School enable you to do at university? 

I was lucky enough to go to Cambridge, and study for an Undergraduate degree, then a Masters, and finally for a 

PGCE. Without a KGS bursary, I doubt I would have been able to get into Cambridge as I wouldn’t have been 

able to come the school, and I am sure my aspirations wouldn’t have been as high as they were. 

 

When you look back on your time at KGS, how do you think financial support to study at KGS changed 

both your perception of the School and also your own path in life? 

After visiting the school on Open Evening as a primary school pupil, I was adamant it was the right school for 

me. The bursary enabled me to study here, and was a very generous thing to receive, although my perception of 

the school was already incredibly positive before this. As I mentioned above, I think that the bursary has enabled 

me to do many exciting things in my life, and without it, I am pretty sure I wouldn’t be where I am today. 

 

Talk to us about your life and career now. How has that initial helping hand from KGS enabled you to 

succeed? 



I studied at St Catharine’s College, Cambridge for 5 years - when I applied and was offered a place, it was the 

top-ranked college academically. On top of my academics, I was: a Full Blue athlete, President of Cambridge 

University Athletic Club (a rare feat as an undergraduate), am still ranked 4th on the University all-time lists (for 

triple jump), won a BUCS silver medal (in TJ), and was voted ‘Hawk of the Year’ as best sportsman in Cambridge. 

Since then, I turned to teaching Geography, and having taught at HABS Boys’ school and St Olave’s Grammar, I 

have just been appointed as the new Head of Geography at KGS…! 

I’m still not yet 27, so I think that KGS giving me a helping hand at school has been largely responsible for any 

success that I’ve had so far in my life. My parents agree too! 

 

Do you feel that KGS gave you a good start in life? In what way? (other than the bursary itself!) 

Definitely. KGS encourages you to be independent, questioning, and a well-rounded person through allowing you 

to develop your wider interests. It was also a well-disciplined school, with polite, yet individually distinct pupils 

- I notice that this has not changed, and this is something that makes it both a friendly place, and a positive learning 

environment. 

 

What would you say to anyone who was considering supporting the Bursary Fund? 

Please give generously if you can. 

 


